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Genesis 25:19-34
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Matthew 13:1-9, 18-23

“What do I know about farming?”

• The answer is, as you probably already know is, not much.
• I have actually been impressed here at St. Michael’s discovering that 

many of you in fact know a lot more about this
• Quite a few master gardeners in our midst here, but not me
• This is a true story: 

• [Garden at St. Mark’s- soil test- best used for hay ]
•
• Now I don’t know much, but I am only two generations removed from an 

agricultural way of life
• Growing up I remember my grandfather planting many acres of beans
• And having a sizable garden for growing his own fresh vegetables.  
• And many memories of spending lots of time there
• He would let me help sell his produce at the small farmers market in 

town, and usually keep the money I made
• Today Jesus reminded me of helping my papa plant seeds
• I remember getting handfuls of fertilizer and throwing it everywhere on 

the ground
• I remember him instructing me to poke my finger into the recently 

plowed soil about a knuckle deep
• And then put two seeds in there- one to grow, and one to be a backup 

he said, but no more
• You don’t want to waste the seeds
• Then cover it up and move down the row.
• Some of those seeds came from packets, but some came from last year
• My papa would always keep out the best fruit and use it for next year’s 

seeds, hoping that over the years only the best would be replanted
• Seeds are worth the care and the wise, efficient use
• No doubt these little insights are but a fraction of what Jesus’ listeners 

were thinking as he told this parable
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• If anyone understood how to conserve, it would be these poor, Jewish 
people at the bottom of the Roman Empire’s socio-economic ladder

• Where you have to fight to keep what you have
• Let’s jump back a bit, because this understanding of the way things are is 

not new for us, or for Jesus’ contemporaries
• We can see it even in our reading from Genesis, this need to fight, 

conserve, and protect what we have
• Long before Jesus describes God’s Kingdom in farming parables, we 

read of Isaac, and his two sons, Esau and Jacob
• From the time they were in the womb, the story goes, they were in 

competition with one another
• And when they were born, Jacob follows Esau into the world holding 

onto his foot as if to try and hold him back
• The big concern, of course, is the birthright: the double portion allotted to 

the first born son.1
• Three weeks ago we read about Ishmael and Isaac, and the fight over 

who would get that inheritance
• Knowing that it was a finite amount, that when one gets more, the other 

gets less
• So Sarah and Abraham send Hagar and Ishmael away, guaranteeing 

Isaac the larger portion
• And now Isaac’s sons seem caught in same the multi-generational 

conflict over who gets more.
• The conflict that seems to follow humanity from the garden of Eden to 

present day
• Whether it is gardening with precious seeds, budgeting to pay all of the 

bills, or choosing with who and how we spend our free time
• Resources are limited and we instinctively work to get more and protect 

what we have.
• So perhaps we are not farmers, but we still understand the mindset of 

Jesus’ audience as he tells this parable
• You know, the word for parable is derived from the Greek word meaning 

“to throw alongside”2

• Jesus tosses out a parable that then can be related to every day life, 
with a few noticeable differences

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firstborn_(Judaism)1

 Warren Carter, http://www.workingpreacher.org/preaching.aspx?commentary_id=20712
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• The great thing about parables is that they are not limited to just one 
meaning, but change and deepen along with the hearer

• Jesus says a farmer went out and began planting seed, somewhat 
indiscriminately

• Seeds that fell among unfriendly ground did not grow well
• The thorns choked them out, or they were snatched up, or could not 

grow deep roots enough roots
• But some seeds found good soil, and they grew and produced great 

amounts of fruit
• Later, in private, Matthew records Jesus telling the disciples one 

meaning found in this parable
• Some biblical scholars wonder if Jesus actually set them down and 

explained it
• Or if the author of Matthew was just trying to be helpful to us3

• But the given explanation is that we are the soil, and the seed is the 
word, hopefully growing in to God’s Kingdom

• Our hearts are sometimes unreceptive- sometimes the cares of the 
world or the pursuit of a larger portion prevents the roots from taking 
hold

• And through our seeking of God, our prayer, our worship, and our 
service, we can help the seeds of the Kingdom take root in us

• Parables, however, are not confined to a single meaning, even one given 
to us in the Gospel itself
• And for a people of the land who’s very future depends upon the seeds 

and the soil
• They would have already understood why the seed only grew in the 

fertile soil- that’s a no brainer
• But as a parable comes alongside of their daily life’s necessarily 

practical existence,
• I think that what would have stuck out to them long before the different 

types of soil is just how reckless, and maybe even foolish, the sower 
behaves4

• And while Jesus’ explanation of the parable is about the soil, he 
prefaces that explanation by saying, 

 Rev. Steve Pankey, http://draughtingtheology.wordpress.com/2014/07/09/what-the-parable-of-3

the-sower-might-be-about/

 Steve Pankey, http://draughtingtheology.wordpress.com4
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• “Hear then the parable of the sower” (v18)
• The farmer haphazardly throws the seeds, good seeds, in areas where 

it is least likely to grow
• He is not tilling the ground, testing the soil, or carefully counting and 

placing seeds two in each hole
• This parable is saying something about God.  It has to be.  
• Everyone already understands that bad soil does not grow well, but 

what doesn’t make sense here is the sower.
• God is sowing precious seeds of the Kingdom in much the same way 

everyone else might scatter fertilizer!
• Taking two large handfuls and joyfully throwing it everywhere, with 

nothing to lose- you can’t do that with seeds!
• But the sower does, and does it repeatedly 
• Holding out hope that even the thorniest, shallowest, and hearts that are 

furthest away might one day discover that this new way of life has 
begun to grow

• Demonstrating a new way of being that resists the old mentality of 
scarcity, of competition for larger portions, and sharing carefully

• And as is true with parables, they are not past events, but rather 
descriptors of our current reality

• God still is scattering precious seeds of the kingdom in places where 
they might not grow

• In places where they have been scattered in vain many times before
• With hope that there is still a chance.  
• Constantly holding out hope that this time the seed might take root, and 

our lives be changed
• God is a God of grace and abundance, and of persistence 
• And let us be glad of that, because we already know from Jesus 

himself, that it is sometimes our hearts that are thorny or rocky
• But wait- there’s more

• I want to invite you today to not only appreciate the multi-faceted nature 
of the parable Jesus tells with its two illustrations

• I want you to see the inter-relatedness of the two interpretations
• How one in turn affects the other

• God plants seeds in our lives and in our hearts without considering the 
ROI, or the probability of success

• Just keeps on loving us, hoping the values of God’s kingdom, the ones 
Jesus embraced all the way to the cross, will take root
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• If our hearts begin to close off out of fear or anxiety or scarcity, then the 
seeds of grace we receive have a harder time growing

• But if we can open our hearts, open our hands, and our minds, we 
become more receptive, better soil

• We can grow good fruit, and then…
• We can be come good seeds.
• Seeds of generosity, forgiveness, grace, and abundance that God can 

plant in other lives
• And the cycle continues, expands
• God is the ever-hopeful farmer that continues to throw seeds of the 

Kingdom in hopes that it becomes a chain reaction
• Taking root in us, and then cascading out out from us taking root all 

around
• Transforming even the worst of soil into fertile ground.

• It is in the last sentence of this parable that Jesus reminds us of one 
more thing that is important in understanding this parable
• When the seeds of the Kingdom take hold, they produce a lot
• 30, 60, even 100 fold- in other words, with God, there is plenty
• It is through God’s gifts of abundant grace and forgiveness that we have 

the possibility to break away from the old cycle of scarcity
• And become fertile fields that in turn produce more seed, change the 

soil
• And I will tell you: I think the world hungers for this- just past the 

sarcasm, the cynicism, and the anger
• There is a hunger for hope
• Not everyone does, of course not- there are plenty of people who are 

content with being rocky ground
• But I think there is also a deep desire from a lot of people today who 

want something more, something else
• A life that is not based on fear, based on scarcity, based on the need to 

grab at our bother’s heel and steal his birthright
• because we are afraid we won’t have enough.

• A life, and a church, that acts more like the sower in this parable
• I think that is what today’s church must be like
• I mean it worked for the ancient Christians in a pre-Christian world
• I think if we took this parable from Jesus to heart, this type of life would 

work for modern Christians in a post-Christian world as well
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• Being known not for fear, or condemnation, or judgment- did you catch 
that verse from Paul in Romans this morning ?

• “Therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus”
• I wish he would have said, “no condemnation from those who are in 

Christ Jesus…” But that’s just me
• We can be Christians known for our love- the lavish kind, spread around 

freely, trusting God with the reception
• Even today, the sower is still recklessly sowing seeds in our hearts
• And thanks be to God for it.
• Maybe one more can take root today.

Amen.
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